Newclip Technics is a French manufacturer of innovative osteosynthesis systems, pioneer in solutions for the correction of misalignment of the lower limb. Our state of the art new generation of HTO plating system features ease of implantation and reduced patient pain feeling with superior mechanical properties. You will experiment as well the first and only implant specifically designed to allow the combination of HTO & ACL Recon in the same surgical procedure.
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12:00 to 12:10
CASE SERIES • DRACY-LE-FORT, FRANCE
S. Jumel (M.D.)
Results • Removal rate • Tips and tricks.

12:10 to 12:20
COMBINED ACL RECONSTRUCTION AND HTO WITH A DEDICATED PLATE
J. Robinson (F.R.C.S.)
The experience of J. Robinson (F.R.C.S.)

12:20 to 13:00
MIS TECHNIQUE - RESULTS IN HTO
A. Wilson (F.R.C.S.)
Reducing post-op pain and reducing patient pain through reduced incision combined with ACTIVMOTION low profile implant.

13:10 to 13:30
PATIENT SPECIFIC CUTTING GUIDE
P. Djian (M.D.)
How to make HTOs simple and reproducible through personalized cutting & drilling guides.

13:30 to 13:50
FEMORAL OSTEOTOMY
P. Djian (M.D.)
Principles, and perspectives.
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